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TEXT AS DATA

• The large amount of data made available through online repositories, digital 
archives, and Corpuses necessitate the development of digital technologies that 
would be used for analysis and visualization of textual data (Patrik Svensson 
2012). 

• According to Miriam Posner,  humanists do not think of the material they work 
with  as something that it exists in discrete, fungible units….In this digital age, 
humanists have begun to see that books, paintings, movies, fiction, paintings, or 
whatever we are studying, in the form of texts, images, or sounds, are all 'data’). 
Although the understanding of 'data' varies across disciplines (science, social 
science, arts, management, and engineering)

Posner M. (2015). Humanities Data: A Necessary Contradiction. 



TEXT AS DATA

• With the increased amount of data publicly 
available and the increased focus on 
unstructured text data, understanding how 
to clean, process, and analyse that text data 
is tremendously valuable.

• Humanists like tried to explain what data 
are and what we are to data (Mary Poovey 
et. al., Raw Data Is an Oxymoron, 2013). 

• Retrieving, storing and analysing digital data 
is neither an easy nor quick task in the 
humanities (Gabriele Griffin and Matt 
Hayler, 2016)



CORPUS



REPOSITORIES















WEB SCRAPING 
AND SOCIAL 
MEDIA MINING



Laura K. Nelson,  https://digitalhumanities.berkeley.edu/resources/text-analysis-resources

http://sociology.berkeley.edu/graduate-student/laura-k-nelson


AUTOMATED 
TEXT ANALYSIS

• Classification

• Dictionary Method

• Difference of Propositions

• TF-IDF Scores

• Clustering

• Topic Modelling



Textual analysis

• It is a method of data 
analysis that closely 
examines either the content 
and meaning of texts or their 
structure and discourse 
(Sharon Lockyer, 2008:885)

Texts Analysis

a. Standardized. The text used must
be the same across all the tools
being analysed to ensure that
comparisons between tools are
possible.

a. Standardized. The methods used
should be the same across all texts,
to the point where it should be
(almost automatic).

b. Open. The texts must be easily
accessible and (ideally) free so that
others can acquire them should they
wish to carry out their own analysis.

b. Replicable. The methods used
should be available to anyone who
wants them as recipes including both
instructions and scripts.

c. Varied. More than one type of text
should be included and these
should be from a rage of sources
generally of interest within and
across the humanities

c. Varied. More than one type of
analysis should be included to ensure
that a wide user base across the
humanities will be interested in the
results.



Computer-Assisted Textual Analysis Technologies 

• According to Rockwell and Sinclair, the foundation of 
computer-assisted interpretation is formalization.

• Rockwell, Geoffrey and Sinclair, Stefan, 
Hermeneutica: Computer-Assisted Interpretation in 
the Humanities, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2016

• For T.E Clement, CATA Technologies provide new ways of 
studying texts in the humanities. They extract, count, 
stem, parse, name, disambiguate, collocate, 
contextualize, and visualize words as list, line graph, or 
histogram 

• (Clement, T. E. ‘“A Thing Not Beginning and Not 
Ending”: Using Digital Tools to Distant-Read 
Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans’. Literary 
and Linguistic Computing, vol. 23, no. 3, Sept. 
2008, pp. 361–81.)



Computer-Assisted Textual 
Analysis Technologies 

• Text analysis systems can search large 
texts quickly.

• Text analysis systems can conduct 
complex searches.

• Text analysis systems can present the 
results in ways that suit the study of 
texts.



Textual Analysis for all disciplines in 
the Humanities
• Rockwell and Sinclair explained that corpus linguistics and 

humanists are deploying computer-assisted textual analysis tools 
in different ways. 

• linguistic tools are often designed to parse a sentence and 
generate a formal representation of meaning, 

• the humanist tools aim at the interpretation of human 
expressions and not in language (18).  

• In other words, even when the same corpora are being used by 
both humanists and linguists, their methods and goals differ (19). 

• Rockwell, Geoffrey and Sinclair, Stefan, Hermeneutica: 
Computer-Assisted Interpretation in the Humanities, The 
MIT Press, Cambridge, 2016



Techniques used for the 
textual interpretation

• protocol analysis, 

• procedural task analysis, 

• proximity analysis

• Textual entailment recognition

• Correspondence Analysis

• Diachronic Analysis

• Distant Reading



Techniques used 
for the textual 
interpretation

• Keyword based 
analysis

• Interpretive 
Phenomenological 
Analysis

• Narrative Analysis

• Map analysis 

• Conversational analysis

• Semiotic 



DH Scholars and CATA

• Graphs, maps, trees: abstract models for a literary history
(2005),

• Atlas of the European Novel, 1800–1900

Franco Moretti:  
‘Distant Reading’

Matthew Jockers: 
‘Macroanalysis’ 

• hypothesis-testing

• computational modelling

• quantitative analysis

The Stanford 
Literary Lab (Lit Lab)



DISTANT READING

a technique that allows us to  
extract meaning and think along 

with machine by searching, sorting, 
grouping, and comparing texts 

within large textual data

According to M.G. Phillips et al, 
distant reading is a term that 

'embraces many practices including 
data mining, aggregation, text 

analysis, and the visual 
representation of these practices in 

the forms of charts and graphs' 
(Phillips et. al. 1731). 



DH TOOLS FOR TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

Python or R: A high level programming language commonly used in text analysis tools in the digital humanities.

Methodica: A Collection of Digital Text Methods. Source: http://www.methodi.ca

TAPoR Portal: It is not a digital humanities tool, but a portal to find curated lists of text analysis tools commonly used in 
the field.

Voyant: A web-based, dashboard-style tool that allows users to upload a corpora and visualize patterns in various ways. 







Word Cloud Function



Keyword in Context (KWIC) Concordance Function



Textual Visualization Function
StreamGraph: A visualization that depicts the change of the

frequency of words in a corpus (or within a single document)

Trends: A line graph depicting the distribution of a word's 
occurrence across a corpus or document.

ScatterPlot: A graph visualization of how words cluster in a

corpus using document similarity, correspondence analysis or

principal component analysis

Dreamscape Tool: An experimental tool for exploring

geospatial aspects of texts.



Textual Visualization Function

TermsBerry Tool: tool provides (words that occur in proximity).

a way of exploring high frequency terms and their collocates

• Word Tree Tool: A tool that allows the user to explore how 
words are used in phrases 



Tables
 - 

 
Document Terms Tool: A table view of document 

term frequencies 

Corpus Collocates Tool: A table view of which 

terms appear more frequently in proximity to 

keywords across the entire corpus  

 
Phrases Tool: A table that shows repeating sequences 

of words organized by frequency of repetition or 

number of words in each repeated phrase 

Corpus Terms Tool: A table view of term 

frequencies in the entire corpus  

 

Documents: A table of the documents in the 

corpus, including functionality for modifying the 

corpus 
 



  
A Word Cloud that visualizes the top frequency 

words of a corpus or document 

 
Bubblelines Tool: A tool that visualizes the 

frequency and distribution of terms in a 

corpus 

  
TextualArc Tool: A visualization of the terms in a 

document that includes a weighted centroid of terms 

and an arc that follows the terms in document order. 

 
Mandala Tool: A conceptual visualization that 

shows the relationships between terms and 

documents 

 A 

TermRadio Tool: A visualization that depicts the 

change of the frequency of words in a corpus (or 

within a single document) 

  
MicroSearch Tool: A tool that visualizes the 

frequency and distribution of terms in a corpus 

 
Phrases Tool: A tool that shows repeating sequences 

of words organized by frequency of repetition or 

number of words in each repeated phrase 

 

Bubble Tool: A playful visualization of term 

frequencies by document 
 

Textual Interactive



Textual Formalization

 
Summary Tool: A tool that provides a simple, 

textual overview of the current corpus, including 

information about words and documents 

 
Phrases Tool: A table that shows repeating 

sequences of words organized by frequency of 

repetition or number of words in each repeated 

phrase 

 
Topic tool: A tool that provides a rudimentary way of 

generating term clusters from a document or corpus 

and then seeing how each topic (term cluster) is 

distributed across the document or corpus 

Correlations tool: A tool that enables an 

exploration of the extent to which term 

frequencies vary in sync (terms whose 

frequencies rise and fall together or inversely) 

 
Veliza tool: An experimental tool that enables the user 

to have a (limited) natural language exchange (in 

English) based on the corpus.  

Reader Tool: A tool that provides a way of 

reading documents in the corpus, text is fetched 

as needed. 
 



Voyant Tools

a free, user-friendly, extensively 
documented, suite of web-based 
environment, and a collection of 
tools built on existing techniques 

for textual analysis in literary 
studies. 

used to visualize texts (using 
Cirrus, Bubblelines, Knots, 

Mandala tools); to generate trees 
(using Word Tree Tool), 

graphs (using ScatterPlot, 
Collocates Graph, StreamGraph, 

Trends-line graph tools), 

tables (using Corpus Collocates, 
Keywords, Document Terms, 

Corpus Terms, Documents, and 
Phrases tools);

to quantitatively analyse texts by 
performing Word Count (using 
Summary Tools), Keywords in 

Context (Contexts tool),  
Correlation (Correlations tool) 

and Topic Modelling (Topic tool); 

It has a unique tool called ‘Veliza’ 
– an experimental tool which can 

be used for  Natural Language 
Exchange in English (Stéfan et al., 

2012)



TOOLS
• Presently, there are over 1,500 technological tools – as collated in 

TAPoR 3 collection (Rockwell et al., 2020) being used by scholars in 
the humanities in order to make meaning out of the enormous 
textual data available online and offline. Rockwell, Geoffrey.Uszkalo, Kirsten C. Sinclair,Stéfan.

TAPoR 3: Discover research tools for studing texts Source:

http://www.tapor.ca



JUXTA -a text-
comparison tool

IVANHOE -an online 
collaborative 

playspace

COLLEX -a set of 
tools for assembling 
and sharing virtual 

collections,

The 'Patacritical 
Demon' - (Drucker 

119).

AntWordProfiler 
(Version 1.4.1) by 

Anthony, L. (2014).

MAXQDA (Udo 
Kuckartz,1989), 

SimCA 2.0 (Michael 
Greenacre,1991)

IRaMuTeQ (Pierre 
Ratinaud, 2013)

Other Tools like Voyant



Rockwell, Geoffrey.Owino, Antony.Whistance-Smith, Jason. Bradshaw, Gregory.Zhang, Jinman. Kaitlyn and Grant, Kynan Ly.

METHODICA: A Collection of Digital Text Methods. Source: http://www.methodi.ca





http://metho
di.ca/recipes
/voronoi-
diagram-
word-
embedding



http://metho
di.ca/conten
t/creating-
basic-web-
scraper-
python



http://metho
di.ca/recipes
/tokenization
-using-nltk



http://metho
di.ca/recipes
/study-
vocabulary-
change-over-
time-
existing-
corpus



http://metho
di.ca/recipes
/text-
classification
-topic



Methods, Tools, and Techniques

• Index Text Files with Python for Rapid Information 
Retrieval

• http://methodi.ca/content/index-text-files-python-
rapid-information-retrieval

• Counting Word Frequencies with Python(From the 
Programming Historian)

• http://methodi.ca/content/counting-word-
frequencies-pythonfrom-programming-historian

• Dictionary Based Sentiment Analysis in Python

• http://methodi.ca/content/dictionary-based-
sentiment-analysis-python

• Simple Sentiment Analysis Using Python

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/simple-sentiment-
analysis-using-python

http://methodi.ca/content/index-text-files-python-rapid-information-retrieval
http://methodi.ca/content/counting-word-frequencies-pythonfrom-programming-historian
http://methodi.ca/content/dictionary-based-sentiment-analysis-python
http://methodi.ca/recipes/simple-sentiment-analysis-using-python


Methods, Tools, and Techniques

• Multiple Correspondence Analysis and Content Analysis

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/multiple-correspondence-analysis-and-content-analysis

• Twitter Analysis and Text Research (TATR)

• http://methodi.ca/content/twitter-analysis-and-text-research-tatr

• Graphing Data in Python

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/graphing-data-python

• Analyze a Text's Parts of Speech with Python

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/analyze-texts-parts-speech-python

• Analyzing Repeating Phrases (ngrams) with Python

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/analyzing-repeating-phrases-ngrams-python

http://methodi.ca/recipes/multiple-correspondence-analysis-and-content-analysis
http://methodi.ca/content/twitter-analysis-and-text-research-tatr
http://methodi.ca/recipes/graphing-data-python
http://methodi.ca/recipes/analyze-texts-parts-speech-python


Methods, Tools, and Techniques

• TATR: Graphing Twitter Data

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/tatr-graphing-twitter-data

• Build a Social Network Map from a Text – Voyant

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/build-social-network-map-text

• Compare Texts to Verify Authorship

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/compare-texts-verify-authorship

• Index Text Files with Python for Rapid Information Retrieval

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/index-text-files-python-rapid-information-retrieval

• TATR: Panda and CSV of Tweets

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/tatr-panda-and-csv-tweets

http://methodi.ca/recipes/tatr-graphing-twitter-data
http://methodi.ca/recipes/build-social-network-map-text
http://methodi.ca/recipes/compare-texts-verify-authorship
http://methodi.ca/recipes/index-text-files-python-rapid-information-retrieval
http://methodi.ca/recipes/tatr-panda-and-csv-tweets


Methods, Tools, and Techniques

• Scrape Comments from a YouTube Video

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/scrape-comments-youtube-video

• Explore A Text in a Foreign Language –Voyant

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/explore-text-foreign-language

• Exploring Word Sense and Tense in a Simple Text - Voyant

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/exploring-word-sense-and-tense-simple-text

• Identify Simple Themes within a Text – Voayant

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/identify-simple-themes-within-text

• Explore Themes Within a Text

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/explore-themes-within-text

• Analyze Blog Discourse – Voyant

• http://methodi.ca/recipes/analyze-blog-discourse

http://methodi.ca/recipes/scrape-comments-youtube-video
http://methodi.ca/recipes/explore-text-foreign-language
http://methodi.ca/recipes/exploring-word-sense-and-tense-simple-text
http://methodi.ca/recipes/identify-simple-themes-within-text
http://methodi.ca/recipes/explore-themes-within-text
http://methodi.ca/recipes/analyze-blog-discourse


What is Python all about?

It is a general purpose programming language

It is incredibly powerful. 

It has a very large and growing set of external modules (or 
blocks of code) written by other programmers

It is an interpreted language.



Data Mining 
and Analysis



Data Visualization

• convert raw data into 
pictorial representation

• represent the 
quantitative information 
in a graphical form.



Mallet: A  machine learning software program that 
is used through the command line with Python. 



NLTK

• NLTK is a leading platform for 
building Python programs to 
work with human language 
data. It provides easy-to-use 
interfaces to over 50 corpora 
and lexical resources such as 
WordNet, along with a suite of 
text processing libraries for 
classification, tokenization, 
stemming, tagging, parsing, and 
semantic reasoning.

http://nltk.org/nltk_data/


Beautiful Soup: A web-scraping tool and a python 
library for pulling data out of HTML and XML files.



TextBlob: A Python (2 and 3) library for processing textual data. It provides a simple API for 
diving into common natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, 
noun phrase extraction, sentiment analysis, classification, translation, and more.



spaCy: A free open-source library for Natural Language Processing 
in Python. It features NER, POS tagging, dependency parsing, word 
vectors and more.



“Digital Humanities is not just  
about building things but also 
include those who theorize 
about building, those who 
design so that others might 
build, those who supervise 
building, and those  who are 
working to re-build systems” 

Stephen Ramsay



THANK YOU!


